
Dedicated cyber 
team with  
broad-spectrum  
capabilities

Our team of  
claim specialists  
has extensive  
knowledge in  
these areas:

− Forensic Investigations
− Computer Systems  

and Networks
− Data Privacy
− Identity Recovery

HSB is here to help
Top reasons to trust HSB with your cyber claims
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The ongoing involvement by HSB Claims in product development to 
address new risks puts us in a strong position to understand insured’s 
needs and to develop effective claim practices. In doing so, your 
relationship with your client is safeguarded because we care as  
much as you do.

HSB has been writing cyber insurance, and adjusting cyber claims, for over 15 years. 

We adjust our own claims 
— no third parties

We rank high 
among the 
largest carriers
In 2019, we ranked second among 
the largest cyber insurance carriers 
for the number of cyber insurance 
claims we manage*.

*NAICS data

A dedicated team — 
and highly qualified

Our cyber claims service specialists hold the 
following designations:

− CISSP – Certified Information Systems Security 
Professional

− CISM – Certified Information Security Manager
− NCSP – NIST Cyber Security Professional
− CDPP – Certified Data Protection Professional
− AIC – Associate in Claims from the Insurance 

Institute of America
− CPCU – Chartered Property Casualty 

Underwriter
− CPSP – Certified Payment Security Practitioner

We are  
best in 
class

Our industry-leading claims service is further enhanced by our partnerships 
with industry-recognized legal, forensic, and cybersecurity organizations 
offering 24/7 response to a cyber event in order to mitigate loss, maximize 
use of coverage limits, and speed recovery.  

“I want to thank everyone who 
worked on my claim. All the people 
I dealt with were very helpful and 
professional. I am glad to have HSB 
as one of my insurance partners.”
—Manufacturing customer

“We are impressed by your speed 
and accuracy in getting this settled. 
We really appreciate having all of 
you standing beside us through 
this event.”
—Construction customer


